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Abstract - Geo Informatics team will port its current method of surveying which is on paper based on web based and mobile application. All this survey data are confidential for Government purpose. With the current revolution of smart devices, this paper exercise can be converted to digital experience, thereby reducing analyzing time, increasing accuracy and this data should be secure. These systems require efficient and fast encryption algorithm because all data are confidential data and the data should not to be exposed. Various algorithms are already existing. As our system requirement symmetric algorithm is applicable. A number of symmetric key encryption algorithms like Vernam cipher, DES, 2 DES, AES, IDEA provide better security, but their execution speed is slow. These algorithms have their own security strength, execution speed and efficiency. The cryptography algorithm should be lightweight, fast execution and highly secure. In this study, the new security algorithm is proposed based on exiting symmetric key algorithm. This algorithm efficiency and execution speed will be better than other algorithms and security will be quite unbreakable. Integrity, confidentiality, authenticity, non-repudiation of data will also be ensured.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the current revolution of smart devices, paper based exercises can be converted to digital experience, thereby reducing analyzing time, increasing accuracy and providing online monitoring of field survey data. This field survey data are confidential and highly secure. Survey data are in various forms, like images, video, text based data and location data. Such high security data would not be stored and transfer over the Internet as plain data. The security algorithms available can secure data, but the problem is the speed of securing data for real time applications like the field survey. Currently available security algorithms are relatively slow in execution even on a high speed computer. In this study, security algorithm needs to be built for relatively low end digital smart devices like android mobile phones / tablets. These devices have less processing capability. Here the new security algorithm is proposed to make fast and secure data encryption with the new key exchange method. The new cryptography algorithm is based on elementary operation like Arithmetic, Rotation and bit-wise XOR (ARX). In this article, MSEA is proposed to provide flexibility to the user according to his needs of security level with more secure and fast implementation. The SFCA is a symmetric block cipher algorithm. This algorithm works with different size of plain text data and key size. Symmetric algorithms have problem of secret key exchange problem. In this study, new key exchange method based on a unique ID number of devices like International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI number). This new cryptography algorithm is working efficiently with the new key exchange method.

Cryptography algorithm is of two types Symmetric and Asymmetric algorithm. It can further classify these algorithms into block cipher, stream cipher, and public -private key and secret key. In this study main focus on symmetric key algorithm. Various types of symmetric key algorithms are DES, 3DES, AES, RC2, RC4, RC5, IDEA and BlowFish. Here a description about some algorithms are given

DES: Data Encryption Standard was the first encryption standard to be recommended by NIST. It takes 64 bit plaintext and key of 56 bits as an input and it produces a 64 bit output. It's made up of S and P boxes functions. P-boxes transpose bits and S-boxes substitute bits to generate a cipher. Many attacks and its methods already recorded DES weaknesses, so it insecure at some level.

3DES: is an enhancement of DES. It works with 64 bit block key size of 192 bits. It’s like the DES but applied three times, that’s why its safe time is also increased. It is slower than other block cipher algorithm.[1]

RC2: 64-bit block cipher and key size is variable. The range is from 8 to 128 bits. RC2 is vulnerable to attack by a related key attack using 2^34 chosen plaintexts.[1]

Blowfish: Block cipher 64-bit block. It can be used as a replacement for the DES algorithm. It uses variable length key, and it’s rang is from 32 bits to 448 bits, 128 bits is default. Blowfish is license-free unpatented. It has variants of 14 rounds or less. Blowfish is successor to TwoFish. Blow fish is stronger than DES, but it susceptible against reflectively weak keys.[4]

AES: it is a block cipher. Length of the key is variable 128, 192, or 256 bits; 256 is default. It encrypts data blocks of 128 bits. Its round is 10, 12 and 14 depends on the key size. Encryption is fast and flexible. AES has been carefully tested for many security applications and it is complex.[1]

RC6: It is a block cipher and it’s derived from RC5. It has a block size of 128 bits and it supports key sizes of 128, 192 and 256 bits. It is considered as Advanced Encryption Standard by some reference.[1]
As per the study, any algorithm security, strength and vulnerabilities depend on this much parameters: Key Size, Key type (Public-Private key / Secret key) Block cipher / Stream cipher, Structure of the algorithm, Nature (Closed / Open), Input Data size, Input Data type (image, text), number of rounds and complexity of algorithms.[1]

If we increase the key size of algorithm security is also increased. Blowfish algorithm works well with text data type than the image data type. [4] Algorithm strength is depend on the structure on which it works like DES algorithm uses the balanced feistel network, AES uses Substitution-Permutation network, RC2 uses sources heavy feistel network and Blowfish uses feistel network. [6]

In this Research, a new Symmetric block cipher algorithm named SFCA (Secure, Fast Cryptography algorithm) is proposed. It uses the concept of already existing algorithms to make new which can run on low memory and low processor devices efficiently and fast. It is based on ARX cryptographic design technique. It is simple in nature due to the use of combinations of elementary operations like modular addition, bit-wise XOR, shifting operation. In this algorithm plain text block size is variable and the secret key size depends on plain text block. In this, the number of encryption round is 4 and total 16 sub key is generated in 16 rounds, each round uses the 4 sub key. The key feature is here, we can use any size of the Input Plain text block as per our requirement. Key generation, Encryption/Decryption is significantly efficient and fast and it can run on small memory and low processor like Digital devices like mobile phone efficiently.

A. SFCA algorithm

It is a Symmetric block Cipher algorithm. It uses CBC (Cipher Block Chaining) mode among various modes of operation as its best suitable. It works on any size of Plain text (64,128,256 bits or more). Key size is dependent on Input block size and it is half of block size. In key generation method, 16 sub-keys are generated in 16 rounds. Encryption algorithm works in 4 rounds. Structure of encryption round is like a Festal structure. There is a function name M function (Mixing function) which is applied on right half of the plain text block. Each round uses 4 sub keys for encryption of data and sub keys are used in M function. The output of one, round which is cipher block, it is applied as input on the next block for encryption.

In this cryptographic algorithm, key size is depend on the input plain text size. As per this algorithm, key size is half of input block size. If input block size is N then key size required for its encryption is N/2. If input block size are 64, 80,112,128,156,192,256 bits, then key size are respect to 32, 40, 56, 64, 78, 96, 128 bit. Here we consider 256 bit as an Input plain text block and key size is 128 bits for example purpose. In this algorithm, Main key is generated randomly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Block Size (N bits)</th>
<th>Key size(N/2 bits)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I.

In this Cryptographic algorithm total 16 sub keys are required. Sub keys are generated from Main key K. Subkeys are generated in following 3 steps.
1) Initial Permutation
2) Key Compression
3) Sub key generation

1 Initial permutation for key generation

Initial permutation is performed on Main key which is made from IMEI number. In this step all bits are randomly permuted using IP tables. So after this step new 128 bit key stream will be generated.

2 Key compression

In this step main key compressed to half of its size and it’s used for further key generation. Here we consider main key size as 128 bits. In this Key Compression step 128 bits are converted to 64 bits. In this step 128 by are divided into 4 blocks. After division each block size will be of 32 bits. Here we consider 128 bit key stream is divided into 4 blocks P, Q, R and S. Each block size is 32bits.
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**Figure 1:** Memory map for background privileged access only

Operation performed onto the key stream to generate 64bit output is explained below.

\[
P = P + Q
\]
\[
R = R \oplus S
\]
\[
P = P \oplus R
\]

After this step output is compressed 64 bits. This 64 bit key stream is used as input for key generation step as follows.

2 Key generation

In key generation, total 16 sub keys are generated. As per following figure 16 sub keys are generated.
In this key generation step at each step different left shift operation is performed. In 1,3,4,7,9,13 and 15th round 3 left shift operation is performed. In 2,6,8,10,12 and 14th round 2 left shift operation is performed. In 5, 11 and 16th round only 1 left shift operation is performed.

**TABLE III. LEFT SHIFT OPERATION RESPECT TO ROUND NUMBER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Round no</th>
<th>Left shift operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,3,4,7,9,13,15</td>
<td>3 shift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,6,8,10,12</td>
<td>2 shift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,11,16</td>
<td>1 shift</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this step 64 bits are divided into two halves left and right. Each half is about 32 bits left half (LH) and the right half (RH). In 1st step 3 left shift operation is performed on both halves. The output of both halves XOREd it generate sub key k1. After that 2 left shift operation is performed on previous block and then output of it XOREd which generate sub key K2. And likewise all 16 sub keys are generated. At different round different left shift operation is performed. One step output used as input of the next step. By this step sub keys are k1, k2, k3… k16 are generated.

**b) Encryption process**

The initial permutation operation is performed on the original plain text block. IP used to rearrange all the bits of plain text. IP used key generation step is different in this step.

1. **Initial permutation for encryption process**

   The initial permutation operation is performed on the original plain text block. IP used to rearrange all the bits of plain text. IP used key generation step is different in this step.

2. **Encryption rounds**

   During encryption rounds output of IP step is divided into two left and right halves (LH and RH). On the left halve Initial permuation is performed. The M function operation is performed onto right halve (RH). M function operation required 4 sub keys (k1, k2, k3 and k4). Output of M function is XOREd with an output of IP of left halve (LH). Now output of XOR operation which is at left side it become right halve and right halve become left halve. As per the rules, in next step again M function performed onto right halve.

   ![Figure 1: Key generation rounds](image1)

   ![Figure 3: Key generation rounds](image3)

   In next step again M function performed onto right halve. This time M function required next 4 sub keys (k5, k6, k7and k8). Now output of M function XOREd with left halve and likewise all four will execute. At the end of operation 256 bits cipher text will be generated.

   This cipher block also goes as input of next plain text block for further operation as requirement of CBC mode.

3. **M function (Mixinf function)**

   M function is main operation for encryption step in this algorithm. It is called mixing function. It mix the all the bits so that to attack on the cipher text to get plain text it become difficult. In M function , right part of previous step is dived into 4 part. Here named as A ,B,C and D. Each half is of 32bits. On this block different operation is performed. In this step as per figure operation is performed as per following steps

   \[G = C \oplus D\]
   \[H = G \oplus A\]
   \[E = A \oplus B\]
   \[F = B \oplus C\]

   After this step another operation of M Function is performed on this varibale. Each time M function required 4 sub keys for encryption.

   As per following method operation will execute

   \[T = E + k1\]
   \[U = T \oplus F +k2\]
   \[V = U \oplus G +K3\]
   \[W = V \oplus H + K4\]

   Now another operation is performed onto the T,U,V and W . Two operation is performed on the T and V. First is modular addition operation is performed on T and V which generate output as TV. XOR operation performed onto TV and V which generate the output as VT. These TV and VT are
concatenated into X variable. Like wise these both operation are performed onto U and W which generate the Y.

$$TV = T + V$$
$$VT = TV \oplus T$$
$$X = VT \text{ concate } TV$$

$$UW = U + W$$
$$WU = UW \oplus U$$
$$Y = WU \text{ concate } UW$$

$$XY = X + Y$$
$$YX = XY \oplus X$$
$$Z = YX \text{ concate } XY$$

The Same method is applied on the X and Y to make its final output as Z which is of 128 bit. Which we called output of M function. This whole processes is repeated for all M function. This output goes to as input to XORed operation with left half of encryption round.

This optimized cryptography algorithm will be implemented using java language.

### B. Key exchange method

Symmetric key cryptography algorithm required a sharing of secret key to either side. Sharing a secret key in secure manner is a main problem in Symmetric key cryptography algorithm. It is necessary to send key by which data was encrypt to receiver side for decryption of that data.

There are many way by we can exchange key between sender and receiver side. RSA algorithm used to exchange the key by encrypt the secret key by public key of receiver. But RSA algorithm is not efficient to use for exchange of key each time as our aim is to reduce execution speed. Another way for key exchange is Diffie-Hellman key exchange algorithm. But it is mainly used with peer to peer communication.

Here I proposed a new concept of sharing a key for decryption applicable in mobile device or any devices which contain global unique id.

Every mobile device has a unique IMEI (international mobile equipment identity) number and IMEISV (international mobile equipment identity Software version) number. IMEI number is of 15 character and whereas IMEISV number is 16 character or 128 bit. So here we can get benefit of IMEISV number as unique key.

We can use IMEISV number as main key Km. Km is used for further step and key generation. Km is used for encryption of data. For decryption of data Km need to be send another side. But we cannot send Km in plain text for security purpose. I proposed a new key exchange concept for this type of application. This system is not applicable to all open user system. It is only applicable to system which have limited user with purpose with central system. When user uses the first time system its IMEISV number is registered. Registration process happen only first time. After successfully joining to system we can send data in encrypted form using secret key. At the receiver side same functionality will be there and it convert key IMEISV number to Main key. This main key is used as regular decryption operation. All this shown in fig below.

---

**Figure 4: M function (Mixing function)**

Now another operation is performed onto the T,U,V and W. Two operation is performed on the T and V. First is modular addition operation is performed on T and V which generate output as TV. XOR operation performed onto TV ad V which generate the output as VT. These TV and VT are concated into X variable. Like wise these both operation are performed onto U and W which generate the Y.

$$TV = T + V$$
$$VT = TV \oplus T$$
$$X = VT \text{ concate } TV$$

$$UW = U + W$$
$$WU = UW \oplus U$$
$$Y = WU \text{ concate } UW$$

$$XY = X + Y$$
$$YX = XY \oplus X$$
$$Z = YX \text{ concate } XY$$

---

**Figure 5: Encryption process of key to make main key**

**Figure 6: Encryption key at client side and encryption of data**

So for sharing a key we need to do processing on key for
encryption. In this concept a main key $K_m$ is encrypted further without any key. For encryption of key some processing will be done on key. Some processing like rotation of key, some bit adding or removing to key like other some simple operation. This will generate the other encrypted key.

![Diagram of encryption process](image)

**Figure 7**: Decryption of data

At the receiver side same functionality will be there and it convert IMEISV number to encrypted key. We will get same key which was used for encryption process same key will used for decryption.

II. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT

As per study new SFCA cryptography algorithm is designed. This algorithm is implemented using JAVA language in Eclipse IDE. At current progress algorithm is designed and implemented in JAVA and encryption of sample data is done. Here it shows key generation process output, Encryption of sample data, encryption of input key for main key generation.

A. Key Generation

As per SFCA algorithm input key size is depend on input data size. Input key size is half of the input data size. Here we consider key size is 128 bit. Key Generation process generate the 16 sub key of 32 bit size each. So, here it is shown in figure generation of 16 key from main key.

```
16 sub key generated and each length of 4 byte or 32 bits:

E:\b\b\b\b
T:\t\t\t
P:\p\p\p
P:\p\p\p
S:\s\s\s
C:\c\c\c
Y:\y\y\y
T:\t\t\t
C:\c\c\c
P:\p\p\p
S:\s\s\s
C:\c\c\c
Y:\y\y\y
T:\t\t\t
C:\c\c\c
P:\p\p\p
```

B. Encryption of data

The 16 sub key generated as above figure is used for encryption of data. By this algorithm different size of data can be encrypted. Here we consider input data size of 256 bit. The sample output of encryption is shown below.

![Sample output of encryption](image)

C. Encryption of IMEI to make it main key

As per study main key is generated from IMEISV number. We can’t use IMEISV number as direct main key because of security issue. So here some process is apply to encrypt the IMEISV number to generate the key. This encryption process only use rotating of bits, shifting and rearranging of bits in the data. Here main key is generated from input key.

![Sample output of encryption](image)

III. RESULT AND ANALYSIS

In this study, the new proposed algorithm SFCA and new key exchange method is analyzed. Though SFCA can work with any size of data size but here it is analyzed with 256 bit block size and 128 bit input key size. In it every block is encrypted using different sub key generated from main key.
Main key is generated from IMEISV number by doing some encryption on it without key so we can secure the main key. Here different algorithms like DES, AES and SFCA algorithm is analyzed under the Intel® Core™2Duo CPU T6570 @ 2.10GHz with 3GB RAM. Algorithms are implemented in eclipse Juno.

SFCA is simple in nature and also it is secure from timing attacks because of ARX design pattern. Circular rotation and addition provides strong diffusion by creating the non linearity in encrypted message.

SFCA provides strong diffusion. According to result encrypted data contain no repeated bits or data. Differential cryptanalyst attack can not break the the cipher text. Its too tough to get original data back from cipher text using differential cryptanalyst and timing attack.

SFCA algorithms have a capability to take variable size of data. As we consider input data size is 256 bit block and as per algorithm 128 bit key is required to encrypt it. If we consider brute-force attack to break it. Its nearly impossible to break it. Here comparison of various algorithm DES, AES and 3 DES is given with the parameter of execution speed and input data size.

In this below table Average execution speed for various input data size 5, 15, 25,35,45,55 and 65 is given. Input data size is in kilo byte and time is in second.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Data Size(KB)</th>
<th>DES (mili seconds)</th>
<th>AES (mili seconds)</th>
<th>SFCA (mili seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>783</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>893</td>
<td>1336</td>
<td>477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>1213</td>
<td>1834</td>
<td>673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>1547</td>
<td>2235</td>
<td>817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>1870</td>
<td>2787</td>
<td>1020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>2165</td>
<td>3108</td>
<td>1186</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Below figure graph is shown for above table data. Here it says that SFCA algorithm have high execution speed than AES and DES.

**Figure 8:** Comparison of algorithms

**Table IV.** Comparison of Algorithms

In this below table Average execution speed for various input data sizes are given. Input data size is in Megabyte and time is in Mille second.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Data Size(MB)</th>
<th>Encryption Execution Time(seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>32.711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>59.774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>93.135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>113.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>178.203</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Below figure graph is shown for above table data. Here it says that SFCA algorithm have high execution speed than AES.

**Figure 10:** Comparison of algorithms

**Figure 9:** Comparison of algorithms

So from this experiment on various data size, we can say that SFCA algorithm have better execution speed than other algorithm. Proposed algorithm have good improvement over other algorithm.
IV. CONCLUSION

In this study I designed an algorithm which execution speed is better than existing algorithms with no compromise with security constraint. As I designed this algorithm using an ARX operations like Arithmetic operation like modular addition, bit wise operation XOR and rotation of bits. It is made using less complex operation which can execute faster in low processor and low memory devices. This algorithm is also reversible so decryption time is also same as encryption time. This algorithm also working with Input data type as images, text and media in same manner unlike Blowfish and DES. New key exchange method based on IMEISV number is work efficiently with this SFCA. SFCA algorithm speed is execute faster than DES, AES, Blowfish and IDEA. SFCA work efficiently with small scale devices with low processor and low memory devices.
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